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I generally try to be the person my dog 

thinks I am, but today I have to disap-

point my canine Magnus and write 

about cats.  Felines, it happens, are the 

reason for one of  the latest gardening 

trends, the “catio.”  Being more of  a 

troglodyte than a trendsetter, I had to 

look this up, and found that a catio is an 

enclosed, outdoor room for cats.  While 

we are currently cat

-less, I had to learn 

more. 

Catios, it turns out, 

are available as 

building plans and 

kits, and are featured on numerous websites and 

blogs.  They can be small and windowbox-like, 

with the cats having access via a window, or 

much larger and taller, with one or more room-

like spaces allowing full access for humans.  Con-

struction is generally wood framing with wire 

mesh walls and at least a partial roof  to keep out 

the worst weather.  Accessorizing, as usual, is a 

big part of  the fun, and platforms, runways, sacrificial plants, and various 

toys can be added.  Cat parents report that their charges love basking in the 

sunshine, smelling the alluring breezes and watching wildlife, 

all from a safe vantage point.  Cranky kitties become more 

mellow and even happy cats think having a little outdoor 

time is purrfect. 
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Notes from the underground 

 

Text by David Chinery 

A catio.  Photo courtesy of 

Chris Roblin 

Zoe has her own greenhouse.  Photo 

by Kathy Hartley 

Atticus enjoys drinks on the patio.  

Photo by Margaret Harvey 
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As extravagant as at a catio sounds, keeping your pets safe 

from outdoor threats, and creatures like birds safe from 

cats, is a wonderful concept.  If  we still had our tuxedo cat 

Roosevelt, master of  demanding dinner, I’m certain he 

could pressure me into building a catio.  Sadly, he’s crossed 

the Rainbow Bridge, and I’ve developed allergies, so Mag-

nus won’t have any new 

cat companions anytime 

soon. 

I need to mask up and 

get out more, or at least 

spend less time in the dirt and more in front of  a screen, if  I’m 

to learn about gardening trends.  Interior designers love gray 

right now, and now it’s the color to use in the garden, too.  While 

l like gray-leaved plants (such as Artemsia ‘Silver Mound’), gray 

reminds me too much of  

ugly winter skies, so I’m 

bucking this fad in favor 

of  any other tone or hue.  And if  live plants are too much 

work, go plastic!  Artificial boxwood is drought tolerant, 

blight resistant, never needs pruning, and is guaranteed to 

put us horticulturists out of  business.     

Succulents, those multi-

colored, fantastically-shape 

plants of  warm and dry 

climates, have been hot for 

a while, but now we’ve got 

dashboard gardening.  

Why not grow succulents, 

or anything else for that 

matter, inside your car?  

While it is suggested that 

cupholders might provide the best chances for needed stability, 

and that winter cold and summer heat might limit the season to 

spring and fall, the soothing presence of  a potted pothos could 

reduce the stress of  road rage and traffic jams.  Just remember to 

keep the windows clear of  excessive foliage and the vines away 

from the accelerator pedal.  Soon AAA roadside assistance may 

offer to diagnose a scale-infested Subaru or a Mercury with mealy-

bugs.   

Dreaming of a catio.  Photo by Richard Demick 

Garden sentinel.  Photo by Rhonda Rumsey 

Van Heuveln 

Living large:  rescues Clark and Steve en-

joy their catio.  Photo courtesy of Mar-

thanee Linacre 

Two pals.  Photo by Ellen Dunn 



Welcome to 2020. Perhaps, like me, you have been spending a lot of time out-

doors in the garden and socially distancing with a small circle of friends and fami-

ly. As the cooler weather closes in, memories of March and April remind me of 

my time indoors and binge watching Netflix series. Also rereading all of Frances 

Mayes books (‘Under The Tuscan Sun’ is the most popular one) to carry me back 

to our five memorable trips to Italia. I find that reading just before falling asleep 

promotes dreams about the book and many wonderful dreams of Italy kept me 

sane as the pandemic became part of our reality. 

As November closes in I'm thinking of baking and cooking new recipes, but also reading. I have a large library of 

gardening books collected during my years as a Scientist at the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation (NYSDEC) on Wolf Rd.  Borders Book Store was across the street. How I loved their sale tables 

and I was a very good customer!  

I own all of Sydney Eddison's books, most signed by her with lovely salutations, and have attended several of her 

lectures sponsored by the New York Botanic Garden.  I was invited back to her Newtown, Connecticut, house for 

a private garden tour following one of her talks, and met her husband and dog. Coincidentally, I ran into her in 

Portland, Oregon at the Chinese Garden and we shared a cup of tea and chatted. 

This particular book, ‘Gardening For A Lifetime:  How To Garden Wiser as You Grow Older’ was written later in 

her life and is ringing loudly as I just passed my 70th birthday.  The tasks that become more taxing must be ap-

proached in a manner to preserve our backs and hands. Luckily as a retired person I have more time to accomplish 

my garden work and can avoid long periods of repetitious work. Asking for help has always been difficult for me 

but now it is necessary. These suggestions have helped me carry on with a minimum dose of Aleve! 

Her chapter on perennial borders helped me realize how labor intensive they are. Especially since I usually buy 

three different plants rather than three of the same, thereby tripling my maintenance! The importance of foliage is 

emphasized, since most perennials have a limited bloom period. Also the importance of choosing plants that have 

a tidy habit, do not seed everywhere, can survive severe winters and summer droughts, and are not attractive to 

our local herbivores. Replacing a few perennials with shrubs not only reduces maintenance but creates attractive 

woody punctuations in your garden beds. Be sure to include evergreen shrubs and the birds will appreciate the 

cover in winter.  

At the end of every chapter there is a section called "Gleanings" which summarizer her main points. There are 

many second-hand bookstores online to purchase classic books. I especially recommend ThriftBooks.com.  This 

particular book was published in 2010, shortly after Sydney's husband passed away. As we age many challenges 

appear in our life and as gardeners we optimistically look forward to the upcoming spring. So let us get through 

this winter and hope our lives will once again include sharing time with our loved ones and friends, old and new. 
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Remembering A Classic: 
Sydney Eddison 

By Rensselaer County Master Gardener Barbara Nuffer 



Text and photos by David Chinery 

Spicebush!  I braked my mountain bike hard to take a closer look.  I was pleased to see dozens of Lindera benzoin 

scattered beneath the cottonwood trees, in a section of Schodack Island State Park not yet swamped by invasives.  

The cottonwoods were bare, and the surrounding weeds still green, so the luminous yellow of the spicebushes 

gave them center stage on a cloudy fall day.  Bike botany, neat native plants, glorious autumn – by George, who 

could ask for anything more? 

I first appreciated spicebush along another trail, the Bronx River Parkway, where it 

grows in profusion in the damp soil.  Indigenous to much of the eastern half of the 

country, it is a medium-sized understory shrub about twelve feet tall.  All parts of the 

plant have a strong aromatic odor, pleasing in an odd medicinal way.  Flowering in 

very early spring, its clusters of small yellow blossoms are much more demure than 

brassy forsythia, but attractive nonetheless.  Spring flowers sell plants, but whereas 

you’ll find forsythia for sale in droves at the big boxes, spicebush is more difficult to 

discover in the nursery trade and sought out only by those in the know (such as you 

and I).  Someday, when the public gains a greater appreciation of our native flora, 

perhaps the sales figures on these two species will be reversed, with spicebush finding 

a place in just about every local landscape now occupied by a forsythia. 

I’m happy to have a nursery-bought Lindera in my backyard, thriving in partial shade 

and soil of average moisture and fertility.  Although it is described as a facultative 

wetland dweller, meaning it usually lives where its feet are occasionally damp, mine came through last summer’s 

drought just fine.  Female spicebushes bear small red fruits in 

September, each about the size of a marble, but mine is de-

cidedly barren.  It may be male, or perhaps just juvenile, but 

finding a confirmed female to plant nearby would be a 

worthwhile mission for next year.  And yes, I agree that being 

male and being juvenile are often one and the same thing. 

Versatility also describes spicebush.  It can play a part in a 

shade garden, a rain garden, or a wildlife garden, too, since 

it’s fatty fruits feed birds like vireos, thrushes tanagers and 

robins.  The spicebush swallowtail butterfly, a beautiful crea-

ture of black, white and blue, lays eggs exclusively on spice-

bush and other plants in the Laurel Family and the larvae 

feed on the leaves.  The larvae sport large eye-spots, making 

them look like small snakes, so be prepared if you plant a 

spicebush.  Spicebush silkmoth, a large, handsome moth 

marked in browns and beiges, also uses it as a food source 

during its green and horned larval stage.  Native Americans 

and early settlers used the twigs and leaves for a spring tonic 

tea, found the fruits aided flatulence, bruises and rheumatism, 

and employed the bark to bring on sweats and expel worms.  

For many, Lindera is the spice of life.     
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Pungent, Yet Modest 
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Green Shots:  The Gardening World in Pictures 

I want to give a heartfelt “thank you” to all the Master Gardeners who kept our 

public gardens green and growing this year.  2020 was not easy.  It was hot, it was 

dry, we got a late start and we didn’t have mulch.  Plus not one likes gardening 

while wearing a mask.  But the Master Gardeners persevered, as determined as 

crabgrass to not let the Pandemic keep them down.  And the gardens ended up 

thriving.  Thanks for keeping on, keeping on!  David Chinery  



An old Job  

With new Twists 

“There’s more leaves out here than ever before!” my neighbor Mary exclaimed, 

as the yellow, orange and brown confetti rained down.  She should know, she’s 

lived here for 50-plus years.  I suspect it’s the frequent south winds blowing 

the autumn leaves in our direction, not unlike the winds of change which are 

getting us to re-think the ritual of putting the garden to bed. 

The biggest change is neatness.  I’m accustomed to pulling up the remains of 

all annuals and chopping down every perennial stalk and stem, leaving the 

ground as flat as a nuclear bomb blast.  Tidiness removes diseased plant re-

mains, makes the gardens less attractive to varmints like voles, and reduces the 

amount of work to do in spring.  But a plea for less grooming is now coming from those who know nature.  Polli-

nators and other creatures important to the planet’s function require places to spend the winter.  Red mason bees, 

leaf cutter bees and wool carder bees need to nest in cavities, so the hollow stems of plants like beebalm and orna-

mental grasses fit the bill.  Butterflies including the red-spotted purple, meadow fritillary and viceroy want to hide 

in seed pods, vegetation, and rolled-up leaves.  Hoverflies, which sound pesty but are actually important pollinators 

as well as aphid-eaters, must have the shelter of undisturbed soil or craggy tree bark to ride out the cold and snow.  

As we become better attuned to the importance of these tiny and often unseen creatures, we’ve got to recognize 

their year-round needs. 

Much more mundane is my take on garden hoses.  I used drain, roll up, and store each of the hoses, a laborious 

job, with the idea that water freezing inside would split them.  Then I got lazy, and decided one November to leave 

the long hose, which travels from the house to greenhouse, behind shrubs and under the sidewalk, in place.  It was 

an early 90’s model from the now defunct Frank’s Nursery chain, and its days were probably numbered anyway.  

That was several autumns ago, and Frank’s hose, since undrained and totally neglected, is still working beautifully.  

And while I still drain and store some of the others, I have one less pipe to put by. 

Think politics is contentious?  Let me explain the fall mowing height issue.  North Dakota State University recom-

mends your last lawn mowing of the season should cut the grass to two inches, to reduce matting and the disease 

called snow mold.  University of Kentucky takes a 

bolder stance, saying a lawn cut to a height of one and 

a half inches will have better color and quicker spring 

green-up.  But Wisconsin recommends keeping your 

lawn at its normal height of three inches.  Colorado 

State is having none of it, proclaiming “There is no 

reason to mow the turf shorter in late fall.”  Personal-

ly, I’m with Colorado.  While snow mold is worse on 

overly long grasses, mowing shorter than normal isn’t 

likely to help but will instead stress the lawn.  Mow 

your conscience.         
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Text and Photos By David Chinery 



After a week of unseasonably warm temperatures in early Novem-

ber, we can now feel winter closing in. The clocks have been set 

back and we need to reset our internal clocks to get out of bed ear-

lier and enjoy the daylight hours to the fullest. By 5 pm the dark-

ness settles in and we have long evenings stretching out ahead of 

us. You can only try so many new recipes, including the sourdough 

bread bandwagon, and organize so many closets…ugh. So I hope 

you will give this book a place by your reading chair. 

Sydney Eddison describes creating a “year-round” garden, visible 

from your most-lived in rooms. Perhaps the surrounding land-

scape is revealed as the deciduous leaves fall to the ground. In win-

ter we have a nice view of the Catskill Mountains (actually an erod-

ed plateau) from our bedrooms facing southwest. When the snow 

falls evergreen plants catch it and create beautiful still lifes we can 

enjoy from indoors. Dried seed heads also catch the snow and pro-

vide food and perches for the colorful winter-resident birds. 

She also talks about indoor plants and gardening near your win-

dows, as well under plant lights. I love to propagate house plants 

and its fun to get your hands dirty as the snow blows outside. 

Forcing spring bulbs is easy and fun too. 

Profiles of over thirty interesting people are included and Sydney 

describes their approach to winter, related to gardening or not. Included are Norman Singer and Geoffrey Charles-

worth, infamous to the rock gardening world . During the 1990s as a member of the Berkshire Chapter of the 

North American Rock Gardening Society, I was privileged to get to know Norman and Geoffrey and visit their 

home. I have their plants and signed books they've written. They each planted over 2,000 seed packets a year! 

Their various methods of seed sowing are described by Sydney. The back story of how they grew to love gardening 

is inspiring. 

Extensive plant lists relevant to winter are included in the Appendix. An example is a list of "Perennials with Inter-

esting Skeletons". There is also a Selected Readings list. An example of a topic is "Extending the Season". 

A wealth of information is included in this book and I hope it will spark your imagination to connect with your 

love of plants as we await spring.  Maybe you will find a new aspect of gardening to enrich your life as the days 

slowly grow longer. 

The Unsung Season 
Gardens and Gardeners In Winter 

Text and photo by Rensselaer County Master Gardener Barbara Nuffer 
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Book Review 

Sydney 

Eddison’s 
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Text and photos by David Chinery 

People like to label plants.  I’m not thinking of actual dog tags, the 
kind that blow away, fade or get eaten by an actual dog, but rather the 
act of characterizing a plant in some way.  Garden designers say a 
weeping Japanese maple is an accent plant because it commands atten-
tion.  Landscape contractors call pachysandra a filler plant since it 
spreads to take up a lot of space.  And vegetable gardeners anoint rad-
ishes foolproof because they are easy to grow, although I have met 
people who couldn’t grow a radish. 
 

Winterberry holly (Ilex verticillata) is on my list of favorite plants.  But while holly in general is high in the iconic 
pantheon of Christmas plants, this one doesn’t fit the bill:  it is deciduous.  A naked holly is unholy, but the mag-
nificent orange-red berries which cling to its bare branches redeem it for non-denominational floral arrangements.  
These same strikingly bright fruits also label it a 55 mile per hour plant, at least in winter, since motoring botanists 
can identify it from  a distance without applying the brakes.  In summer winterberry goes incognito, its plain green 
foliage blending with the roadside crowd.  
 

Another epithet this plant wears is that of native.  Locally, it is most often found on streambanks and boggy plac-
es, so we call this a wet-site plant.  My fondest winterberry memory is a graduate student fall weekend in northern 
Michigan where we fooled around in canoes for days, admiring a winterberry swamp forest.  Our horticultural 
nerd-dom was severe when plant watching was more fun than beer, but we didn’t care.  Winterberry’s prevalence 

in The Great Lakes State also provides another of its tags, Michigan holly. 
 

Adaptable is another moniker for this Ilex.  Although a dweller of the damp, it is 
happy to live on drier ground, as long as the soil is not thin and droughty.  This 
fact, plus its native credentials, now make winterberry popular for landscape use.  
The straight species grows perhaps 12 feet high and 6 feet wide, and looks great in 
front of birch trees, a yellow house or a stone wall, the punch of color making it a 
great winter-interest plant.  And plant breeders have stepped in to kick it up a 
notch.  Numerous cultivars are available, and these can be bigger, shorter and more 
compact, or have berries ranging in color from yellow to screaming red.  Plantsman 
Michael Dirr notes that ‘Berry Nice’ has fruit so dazzling it could be seen a quarter 
of a mile away, while ‘Maryland Beauty’ was developed for cut stem production for 
the floral trade, and ‘Shortcake’ grew to only five feet in 28 years.  If that weren’t 
enough, breeders have crossed winterberry with Ilex serrata to make hybrids of even 
greater vigor.  The most famous is ‘Sparkleberry,’ an upright red-fruiter that won 
the Styer Award from the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, making this holly 
more prestigious than any Emmy, Tony or Oscar. 

Plant Buffs Love 

The Naked Holly 
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Wise Men Gift Green 
I’ve long maintained that Christmas is a horticultural holiday.  
There’s the tree, obviously, and a large supporting cast of  
plants, including the Poinsettia, mistletoe, cyclamen, holly 
and ivy, various greens and even the Christmas cactus. Dig 
even deeper, back to the first Christmas, and we find the Wise Men offering gold, frankin-
cense, and myrrh.  While I have a good grasp on the first gift, I’ve always been a little fuzzy 
on just what the last two are all about. 
 

Both, it turns out, are plant products.  Nineteen species of  a tree called Boswellia, which 
grow from the west coast of  India along the Arabian Sea and through central Africa, give us 
frankincense.  Its name comes from the Old French moniker “franc encens,” for noble or 
pure incense.  The principle species is Boswellia sacra, a tree growing to about 25 feet tall.  
No stranger to tough conditions, it lives on dry, rocky hillsides in limestone soils.  It has pin-
nately compound,  crinkley leaves, a spreading, vase-shaped form, bark similar to parchment 
paper and is often multi-trunked.  The racemes of  white flowers turn into small seed cap-
sules.  Frankincense is made by first wounding the tree’s bark, then collecting the gummy sap 
which exudes from injuries.  The palest frankincense is said to be the most desirable.   
 

Like many good things found in nature, Boswellia trees have been over-tapped and are now 
threatened in some areas.  Boswellia plants aren’t easy to find in the nursery trade and seed 
viability can be low, especially if  the mother tree had been wounded too often.  Horticultur-
ists in the know say that Boswellia is one of  those plants which will grow only where it wants, 
and so presents a real challenge to produce in cultivation.  And while frankincense has been 
employed in perfumes and religious ceremonies for centuries, modern science is showing that 
it’s medical uses may be both beneficial and harmful.      
 

Myrrh is made from a tree called Commiphora myrrha.  It has many similarities to Boswellia; 
in fact, botanically speaking, they are both in the same plant family, called Burseraceae, or the 
incense tree family.  Other plants in this group, which include members with colorful names like 
gumbo limbo, Mexican elephant tree and the tabonuco, can be found worldwide and tend to con-
tain many powerful chemical compounds.   There are at least 190 species of  Commiphora, 
which are found from Africa to Vietnam, but C. myrrha is native only to parts of  Africa and 
Arabia. It reaches a height of  about fifteen feet, has tiny white flowers and small green leaves, 
and is a prickly character, being armed with very long, pointy spines.  It requires thin soils, 
hot weather and about ten inches of  rainfall yearly.  Like frankincense, the marketable prod-
uct is made from scoring the tree and collecting the resinous gum.   
 
Myrrh’s many uses included anointing and embalming oils, medicine in a wide variety of  
forms, perfume, and even as a vermifuge and fungicide.  The Magi were kings in knowing 
what to give.    

Text by David Chinery 
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Below is the 2020 edition of my recommended books about growing vegeta-
bles in your backyard. This year I have added two new titles to reflect increas-
ing interest by some folks either about just expanding their backyard gardens 
or actually setting up  small farms of up to a couple of acres as their minds 
speculate about finding to a more isolated, albeit, a more sustainable exist-
ence... 
 

If your mind is flirting with this, then take a close look at the Mefford and 
Fortier books noted below. Otherwise, my core collection remains unchanged 
covering an array of titles providing different approaches that gardeners of 
varying experience or attention spans might find useful. 
 
Like tried and true vegetable varieties, most of these books are not new, but 
remain in print or readily available from used book dealers because they con-
tinue to serve gardeners well.  
 

I compiled my list from examining a number of  "best" book lists from vari-
ous gardening sites that I trust, personal familiarity with some titles and the 
personal recommendations from gardener friends.  Most of the entries ap-
peared on at least two lists, and a few titles appeared three or more times. 
 
I did not use either Amazon or Barnes & Noble lists as sources although I did use these sites to view sample pages 
of some titles.  The books are available from these sources, but if you do become motivated to give one or more 
to a friend, I suggest that you also check used book sources such 
as abebooks.com, alibis.com or  bookfinder.com etc. for lower prices. Happy shopping and gardening... 

Text by Master Gardener Irv Stephens 

The Great Vegetable Gardening Book List     
for the 2020 Holidays 

Brie Arthur - Foodscape Revolution: Finding a Better Way to Make Space for Food and Beauty in Your 
Garden. St Lynn's Press, 2017.  
 
Susan Ashworth - Seed to Seed: Seed Saving and Growing Techniques for Vegetable Gardeners. 2nd ed. 
Seed Savers Exchange, 2002. [If you are unfamaliar with Seed Savers, find out about it now at seedsavers.org.] 
 
Mel Bartholomew - All New Square Foot Gardening: The Revolutionary Way to Grow More in Less Space. 
2nd ed. Quarto Publishing Group, 2013. [Many a backyard gardener consider this to be their 'best' vegetable growing  bible. 
Actually, any edition will do.] 
 
Andrea Bellamy - Small Space Vegetable Gardens. Timber Press, 2014. [Don't have a yard or can't get to a community 
plot, then how about using a roof top, patio or windowsill - great ideas here.] 
 
Eliot Coleman -  Winter Harvest Handbook:  Year Round Vegetable Production Using Deep-Organic 
Techniques and Unheated Greenhouses. Chelsea Green Publishing, 2009. [n.b. Coleman  authored the clas-
sic, New Organic Grower (now in its 3rd edition). This one assumes you have a lot space for gardening.] 
 
Derek Fell - Vertical Gardening: Grow Up, Not Out for More Vegetables and Flowers in Much Less 
Space. Rodale Inc., 2011. 

https://www.blogger.com/blog/post/edit/960774999128579585/6017037499773351081


Fortier, Jean-Martin Fortier - . The Market Gardener: A Successful Grower's Handbook for Small-scale Or-
ganic Farming.  New Publisnger's Society, 2014.  A translation from French and first published in Quebec, Canada.  The 
focus is on farms of up to 1.5 acres that can be sustained without depending upon motorized equipment. 
 
Brad Halm & Craig McCrate - High Yield Vegetable Gardening: Grow More of What You Want in the 
Space You Have.  Storey Publishing, 2015. 
 
Toby Hemenway - Gaia's Garden: A Guide to Home Scale Permaculture. 2nd ed. Chelsea Green Publishing, 
2009. [In case you are not familiar with the term, 'permaculture' is about establishing and using techniques that promote sustainable 
and self-sufficient agriculture.] 
 
Craig Le Houllier - Epic Tomatoes: How to Selet and Grow the Best Varieties of All Time. Storey Publish-
ing, 2015.   
 
Wendy Kiang-Spray - Chinese Kitchen Garden: Growing Techniques and Family Recipes from a Classic 
Cuisine. Timber Press, 2017. [This is specialized and (warning) includes recipes; but I like Chinese food and Timber Press is 
very selective in its offerings.  To learn a little more about the author and the cuisine, checkout her blog: greenishthumb.] 
 
Ron Kujawski and Jennifer Kujawski - Week-by-week Vegetable Gardener's Handbook. Storey Publishing, 
2010. [This book has now appeared on other lists. I reviewed it in February 2018, and now find myself referencing it regularly.] 
 
Bret Markham - Mini Farming: Self-sufficiency on 1/4 Acre. Skyhorse Publishing, 2010. [This might tempt you to 
buy that vacant lot next door...] 
 
Tara Nolan - Raised Bed Revolution: Build it, Fill it, Plant it - Gardening Anywhere. Cold Springs Press, 
2016. [The author, a Canadian, founded Savvy Gardening that promotes innovative approaches to both ornamental and vegetable 
gardens.] 
 
Deborah L Martin -  Rodale's Basic Organic Gardening: A Beginner's Guide to Starting a Healthy Garden. 
Rodale Press, 2014.   If I had to give one book to a city person who somehow found herself either with a backyard 
or stuck in the country and thought it would be nice to grow vegetables, this is the book I would give her. It's 
straight forward and the reader will not feel overwhelmed by information. 
The Organic Gardener's Handbook of Natural Pest and Disease Control: A Guide to Maintaining a 
Healthy Garden and Yard the Earth Friendly Way. Rodale Inc., 2009. 
 
Andrew Mefferd - The No-Till Organic Farming Revolution: High Production Methods for Small Scale 
Farmers.  New Society Publishers, 2019.   
 
Barbara Pleasant - Home Grown Pantry: A Gardener's Guide to Selecting the Best Varieties & Planting the 
Perfect Amounts For What You Want to Eat Year Round. Storey Publishing, 2017. [The author is a regular con-
tributor to Mother Earth News and winner of three Golden Globe awards from the Garden Writers' Association.] 
Rodale's Ultimate Encyclopedia of Organic Gardening. Rodale Inc., 2009 ["Rodale's own  gardening bible has been 
a mainstay for organic vegetable growers since J. L. Rodale published the original in 1959.] 
 
Edward C. Smith - Vegetable Gardener's Bible. 2nd edition. Storey Publishing, 2009. [A Vermonter, Smith has been 
writing for 30+ years and gardening for more. He also has a "bible" on container growing published in 2011.] 
 

Jessica Walliser - Container Gardening Complete. Cool Springs Press, 2017. [The author is a regular contributor 
to Savvy Gardening, a women's owned company out of Canada covering  all aspects of gardening.] 
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Gardening Questions?   

Call The Master Gardeners! 

During the COVID 19 Pandemic, 

our offices are closed to the pub-

lic, but you are welcome to con-

tact us as directed below. 

“Root Concerns:  Notes from the underground” is a shared 

publication of Cornell Cooperative Extension of Rensselaer, 

Albany and Schenectady Counties.  It is published by Cornell 

Cooperative Extension of Rensselaer County. 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Rensselaer County 
David Chinery (dhc3@cornell.edu and (518) 272-4210) 

Newsletter editor, designer and layout technician 

Cornell Cooperative Extension of Albany County 
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